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In modern society, automobiles are one of the most indispensable ways of transportation for people, but they 

also cause serious traffic accidents. Although the number of traffic accidents is decreasing due to advances in 

ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) and ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems), the number of traffic 

accidents are still high (about 310,000 in 2021 in Japan). It is reported that more than 90% of traffic accidents 

are caused by driver error (human error). To reduce or even eliminate the human error, studies on autonomous 

vehicle (AV) is active. However, in addition to the technical problems, there are still many legal, ethical, and 

manufacturing cost problems need to be solved. It still takes long time before AVs become widespread, meaning 

that human drivers will still be required for a long time. Therefore, more efforts toward human error are required 

to further reduce the number of accidents. 

Systems that contribute to ensuring the safety of human and vehicles include lane departure warning system, 

which provides warning when danger is imminent, and emergency braking system, which attempts to minimize 

damage from collision. These automated systems are helpful to avoid danger in emergency situations, but would 

also bring negative effects, such as over-trust and unexpected mismatches between driver and system. On the 

other hand, technologies of Active Safety during Normal Driving (ASND), which detect and prevent potential 

hazardous states such as fatigued driving and dangerous driving behaviors that will not cause accidents 

immediately but have a high possibility of causing accidents, could contribute to fundamental reduction of the 

emergency situations themselves. To prevent accidents in advance, in this study, the author focuses on the 

ASND and proposes to constantly monitor the driver’s state during driving and detects potentially hazardous 

conditions at an early stage.  

Potentially dangerous states can be classified into physiological/psychological states and behavioral states. 

Potentially dangerous physiological/psychological states (PDPSs) represent the state of mind, including 

inattentiveness, drowsiness, frustration, and diseases. On the other hand, potentially dangerous behavioral states 

(PDBSs) represent states that can be directly observed from the body movement, including distraction, lack of 

situational awareness, doing none driving-related tasks, abnormal posture, and other abnormal operating 

behaviors that deviate from normal driving. 

As for PDPSs, there have been many studies on detection of drowsiness and fatigue. On the other hand, there 

is still no effective methods to deal with health-related accidents while driving. Conventional systems can detect 

the loss of consciousness and urgently stop the vehicle to prevent accidents, but detection of symptoms of 

diseases and providing support before the driver losing consciousness is more reasonable. In this study, the 

author proposes a new method with a multi-sensor based driver monitoring system to detect cues of symptoms 

quickly and a verbal interaction system to confirm the internal state of the driver based on the monitoring results 

to reduce false positives. The proposed system enables early detection of disease symptoms and accident 

prevention.  

As for PDBSs, current technologies can detect distracted driving, doing NDRTs, and inappropriate driving 

posture by estimating the driver’s body and head posture with a person key-point detection system. However, it 

is still difficult to quantitatively define the appropriate situational awareness and driving behavior. It would be 

easy to evaluate individual accident risk based on their characteristics such as driving experience and age, but for 
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example, skilled drivers could have high risk-taking tendencies so that have a high accident rate. Therefore, 

evaluation of driving behavior is important for detecting PDBSs. Driving behavior is an interaction with the 

traffic environment and the required driving behavior differs depending on the environment, so it is almost 

impossible to uniquely define what driving behavior is good. In this study, the author firstly tried to evaluate 

situational awareness in takeover situations when automated driving and derived safe glance patterns considering 

objects in the surrounding environment. The developed system can prevent accidents before switching to manual 

driving. On the other hand, manual driving requires a much larger traffic environment and driver behavior to be 

considered, so its mathematization is difficult. Therefore, the author proposes to develop a driving behavior 

evaluation system using a large driving database. The system evaluates a driver’s accident risk by calculating the 

deviation of ‘the driver's usual driving pattern’ from ‘a common driving pattern of other drivers.’ The method 

uses time series analysis and unsupervised learning, which does not require predefined data labels or rules, and 

enables a comprehensive and quantitative evaluation of driving behavior with the traffic environment. 

The objective of this thesis is presenting systems which can detect potentially hazardous states through driver 

monitoring and intervention to prevent human error caused traffic accidents. The system should be a system that 

can deal with all the potentially hazardous states finally. Considering the existing technologies and the urgency 

of each task, in this study, the author targeted on the development of disease symptoms detection, situational 

awareness estimation, and driving behavior evaluation. The author also evaluated the developed system with a 

driving simulator (DS) and actual driving data.  

Chapter 1 introduces the mechanism of traffic accidents and the state-of-the-art technologies related to 

passive safety and active safety technologies and their limitations. Moreover, the author describes the purpose 

and originality of this study after introducing the importance and previous studies on the ASND and detection of 

potential hazardous states. 

Chapter 2 introduces a symptom detection system using multi-sensor based monitoring and verbal interaction 

to reduce health-related accidents. The author focusses on cerebrovascular diseases, cardiovascular disease, and 

OSAS, because they caused the most fatal accidents. Chest pain, hemiplegia, and others are medically 

recognized as symptoms of these disease, and these symptoms would affect the driver’s physiological state and 

driving operation. The proposed system monitors not only the driver’s physiological data but also posture, facial 

data, and driving maneuver data to detect cue signs which are related to above symptoms, and then conduct 

verbal interaction depending on the type, duration, and period of the detected cue signs to clarify the driver’s 

health state in detail. The author developed the system using pseudo-symptom data and did outlier detection 

using normal driving data. From data collection experiments, the coefficients of confidence level equation could 

be derived. The results of evaluation experiments showed that the proposed system worked well in pseudo 

headache and drowsiness detection scenarios. The author found that signs of drowsiness varied with individual 

drivers, so the multi-sensor based driver monitoring system was proved to be effective.  

Chapter 3 describes the problem of takeover in semi-automated vehicles (SAE Level 3) and introduces a 

situational awareness estimation and assistant system. In level 3 semi-automated vehicles, drivers are required to 

takeover the control in critical situations. However, drivers would have low or zero situational awareness 
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because of autonomous driving, so drivers are required to check surroundings before manual driving. Here, a 

system that judge if the driver has enough situational awareness could be helpful to prevent takeover accidents. 

In situational awareness estimation, it is important to know how the driver looked other vehicles or other 

obstacles. The proposed system estimates driver’s situational awareness from the glance behavior and its 

relationship with surrounding objects. The author first defined 34 explanatory variables that represent the 

relationship between glance and surrounding objects. Then, the author performed takeover experiments in a DS 

to observe driver’s behavior in different position of surrounding vehicles and takeover performance such as the 

smoothness of steering control. The author adopted support vector machine to classify obtained dataset into safe 

and dangerous TO, and the result showed 83% accuracy in leave-one-out cross validation. 

Chapter 4 introduces a Time series analysis and UNsupervised learning based driving behavior assessment 

syetem (TUN-DAS) to comprehensively and quantitatively evaluate driving behavior during manual driving. In 

the takeover situation, the traffic situation is limited and only glance behavior is required to analyze, so it was 

possible to define safe glance patterns in each situation. On the other hand, in the manual driving situation, the 

traffic situation and driving behavior are much more complex. Currently, driving license examinations provide 

evaluation criteria, but most of the evaluation criteria are too subjective or ambiguous to be quantitated. In recent 

years, in-cabin driver monitoring systems have been actively studies, but they are rule-based systems, so the 

targeted driving situation and driving behavior are limited. Toward above problems, TUN-DAS 

comprehensively monitors not only driving operation, but also the driver’s glance behavior and traffic 

environment, and evaluates these data as time series. Here, the author modified the conventional time series 

analyze method to evaluate time series at both quantitative and temporal dimensions, which are important for 

driving behavior evaluation. As for detail method, firstly, TUN-DAS classified traffic situations depending on 

the traffic environment and driving task. Then, at each situation, TUN-DAS calculate the average sequence of 

the target driver’s driving behavior and the distribution of the similarity of each driving sequence and the 

average sequence. The sequence which deviated from the distribution will be defined as abnormal sequence 

(abnormal behavior). The author evaluated the system using bus data and confirmed that the proposed system 

can correctly evaluate driving behavior. Furthermore, compared to the rule-based method, TUN-DAS is more 

effective in actual driving conditions. 

Chapter 5 describes the conclusion and limitations of the study as well as proposes the research scope. In 

future studies, a traffic situation classification system is required. The author assumes that an unsupervised 

classification method using double articulation analyzer is useful and plans to introduce it and compare its 

effectiveness with rule-based methods. 

The contribution of this study is to provide the research scope of ASND and to develop and evaluate systems 

for detecting potentially hazardous conditions including symptoms caused by diseases, estimating situational 

awareness, and evaluating driving behavior, which have been difficult to counteract. Although studies on ASND 

have existed, the targets were limited due to the complexity of human characteristics and driving behavior. This 

study contributes to a new step toward the progress of ASND and expands the possibilities of driver monitoring 

and assistance. 
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